LEVERAGING DATA
FOR DIFFERENTIATION

The world is facing a data surge never seen before. Unstructured data - from online behavior, purchases, mobile devices,
location tracking, sensors, and other sources - has been growing at a rate of more than 50 percent per year. By 2018,
the Big Data technology and services market is expected to grow at a 26.4% compound annual growth rate to $41.5
billion, or about six times the growth rate of the overall information technology market. And for the early majority,
2016 will be the year that they tackle how to really build the Data Lake. Meaning, what governance, cataloging, lineage,
security & lifecycle management will be involved.
Financial services institutions are positioning themselves to strive based on their access to and use of big data. They
are increasingly looking at customer experience as a key differentiator to retain and expand their customer base with a
technology based on capabilities-driven approach.
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Data challenges that are impacting business
! Pervasive data growth, BIG DATA
! Continual business and technology transformation
! Ability to respond to the unknown – ad hoc analysis optimize risk and reward strategies
! Dynamic integrated of structured and unstructured data
! Decision latency and time-to-value
The prescription is neither linear nor simple, yet it's vital that banks approach their problems and
opportunities with a sense of urgency. It is only by addressing these challenges quickly they can
achieve the competing benefits of growth, differentiation, efficiency, business resiliency and agility
required to win in today’s economic reality.

Data Value Chain

Data Journey

Service Offering

ITC Infotech’s end-to-end solutions include offerings across the spectrum of traditional data
warehouse and analytics to advanced analytics and big data technologies.
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Managing data to drive insights and growth
One of the most important assets of any business is its data, but for banks, data comprises not only
the operational information needed to run the business, but also the value of its inventory – the
financial assets the bank is managing. For years, banks have been setting up sophisticated systems
for managing data and mining it for insights. When they handle this right, they can turn a major cost
into a major advantage and extract additional value from the information they have.
We offer Business Intelligence, Data Warehousing & integration, reporting, analysis and visualisation.
We also provide expertise in cutting-edge capabilities, such as BIG Data, Mobile BI and Predictive
Analytics. Our comprehensive services and solutions include:
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ITC Infotech data solutions include offerings that enable financial institutions put data into actin.

ITC Infotech data solutions include offerings that enable financial institutions put data into action.
! Integrated view of customer solution provides banks powerful insights into customers using
internal transactional data and external social, web and location data.
! Customer value management - A closed loop analytical process to understand customer segments
with a focus to enhance customer knowledge to drive value creation opportunities across the
organization & deliver an improved customer experience and higher customer engagement.
! Social media analytics solution can be integrated into any existing BI tool or can be subscribed as a
low cost cloud variant. The solution draws integrated insights from Web (social networking, search
engines and web portal) and Data Warehouse and provides actionable analytics and insights to
increase social media ROI.
! Multi-channel usage analytics dashboards help banks understand the channel usage trends
providing them with insights on the channel usage mix with views on customers, products and
transactions.
! Real time dashboards that help banks derive actionable insights from multiple sources.
! Multiple big data use cases that drives business value and include customer journey analytics,
digital acquisition, transaction data mining, contact optimization.
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